
1 - The human Genome: The human Genome Project and Genomics 

- Aberrant karyotypes —> when chromosomes are altered to cause disease
- Diseases:

• Complex  genetic  diseases:  Asthma, 
Diabetes (many genes are involved)

• Mendelian diseases: Cystic Fibrosis (only 
a single gene is involved)

• Cancer: Breast cancer (either inherited or 
via spontaneous variation)

- Microsatellites —> tandem repeats of up to ~600bp (2 or more DNA bp repeats, are generally non-coding)
- Copy number variants —> insertions or deletions of DNA 1kb or greater

• normally 2, with the exception of XY
• may or may not include genes

- Haplotype —> a set of genetic determinants located on the same chromosome which tend to be inherited 
together

- Frameshift mutation changes the reading frame, which can sometime result in a pre-mature stop codon, 
usually knocking out the protein function

- GWAS has found 65 autosomal and 1 X-linked loci to explain the genetic risk of T2D
• many genetic variants, across multiple loci, interacting with environmental factors
• sum of all alleles interacting = risk of developing T2D

- Locus —> the position of a gene or mutation on a chromosome
- Protective allele —> unlike the risk allele, decreases the risk of developing disease
- LINEs and SINEs (< 500 bp) are DNA sequence repeats

• LINEs have ORFs which code for proteins, which help shift SINEs through the genome
• contribute to gene duplication
• can contribute to disease through non-allelic homologous recombination
• can be used in DNA Fingerprinting

- Interspersed repeats —> repeats with space between them
• includes: mobile genetic elements, processed pseudogenes
• usually a result of Transposons (DNA inserting itself into another place of the genome)

- Tandemly repeated DNA —> repeats clustered together
• includes: microsatellites, minisatellites, telomeres 

- Alu SINE mobile genetic elements —> derived from a duplication  of the 7SL Ribosomal RNA
- LINEs in chromosome 1 transcribes into an RNA copy —> makes its proteins via ORF1 & ORF2 proteins 

(encoded by LINEs) —> uses that to re-introduce itself into another region (e.g. chromosome 10)

- Genetic diversity in Meiosis occurs via:
• Crossing over (in meiosis I)
• Independent assortment (in 1st cell division)

- Homologous  Recombination:  dsDNA —> break —> 3’-overhanding ends  invade homologous  duplex 
DNA (via Recombinases) —> DNA polymerase fills in

- Recombinant —> when a piece of DNA from one homologue is exchanged with the same part of DNA 
from another homologue
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- Non-allelic homologous recombination —> misalignment in recombination of interspersed repeats results 
in both duplication and deletion

- Charcot Marie-Tooth Disease: 
• disease of the PNS
• involves a protein called PMP22 (a component of myelin)
• change  in  PMP22  gene  copy  number  —>  changes  amount  produced  —>  affects  myelin  sheath 

composition —> affects transmission of a signal through a nerve

1. Charcot Marie-Tooth Neuropathy Type 1 (CMT1)
• INCREASED copy number of PMP22

- 2 copies = normal
- 3 copies = CMT1A
- 4 copies = severe CMT1A

2. Hereditary Neuropathy with liability to Pressure Palsies (HNPP)
•  DELETION of PMP22

- PMP22  is  flanked  by  repeat  sequences  in  chromosome  17,  which  causes  non-allelic  homologous 
recombination

- CMT1A and HNPP are both dominant disorders
- Williams-Beuren Syndrome (WBS): —> cognitive defects, makes receiving objects very difficult

• region  deleted  or  duplicated  contains  29  genes,  flanked  by  300-500kb  DNA sequences,  >  98% 
homology

• WBS locus is prone to deletions and reciprocal duplications, due to interspersed repeats
• consequence of unequal exchange event during meiotic Prophase

- Human β-globin gene cluster (chromosome 11)
• duplication results in several β-globin genes (associated with presence of Alu SINE sequences)

- Pseudogene —> non-functional copy of a gene (unique and have SNPs)

2 - Mendelian genetics, Recombination, Haplotypes and Linkage 

- Penetrance —> the probability with which a mutation expresses its phenotype
- Locus heterogeneity —> mutations in different genes causing the same phenotype

• e.g. Alzheimer’s disease, where mutations in either APP (Alzheimer’s pre-cursor protein) or in PSEN1 
& PSEN2 (genes that cut APP)
- leads to accumulation of Aβ42 

- Allelic heterogeneity —> different mutations in the same gene causing the same disease
• Breast cancer

- Clinical heterogeneity —> different mutations in the same gene causing very different phenotypes
• Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy

- In X-linked diseases, only males are affected (only have one X chromosome)
• females are carriers, so even if affected, it’s not as severe

- Gene dosage —>  is the number of copies of a gene present in a cell or nucleus
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∴  depending  on  whether  we  have 
too many/few of this gene, it results 
in 2 different, but related phenotypes



1. Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)
• much more severe and earlier onset
• death median age of 17 years

2. Becker Muscular Dystrophy (BMC)
• more benign (not as dangerous)
• death usually in 40’s - 50’s

- Dystrophin —> structural support for the muscle (links Dystroglycan and Actin)
- Dystrophin gene contains 79 exons

• exons 41, 42 & 47 contain full codons —> their deletion results in BMC
• exons 43 - 46 have unequal codons (∴ frameshift) —> their deletion results in DMD

- Huntington’s disease (HD): involuntary choreiform movements,  cognitive impairment,  mood disorders 
and behavioural changes
• it’s a Triplet Repeat Expansion disease (GAC —> Glutamine)
• autosomal dominant
• characterised by Genetic Anticipation (where symptoms of a genetic disorder become apparent at an 

earlier age as it is passed on to the next generation, becoming more severe and appearing earlier going 
down)

• 11 - 34 CAG repeats is normal, > 40 causes the disease and some have > 100
• repeats will have deleterious effects in neurons, it’ll aggregate them and inhibit gene expression

- Pedigree’s are only used for Mendelian diseases
- Tandem repeats are characterised by their unit size & number of units

• unit size range from 1-6 nucleotides
- Microsatellites are highly polymorphic (occur many times)

• each different number of repeats is an allele
• they’re genetic markers
• use the flanked genes on either side of the sequence to identify the microsatellites
• during DNA replication the newly synthesised strand may separate from parent strand —> can cause 

Slippage (one repeat looping out)
- Fragile X —> CGG repeat in the 5’UTR near the promoter (gets inhibited by methylation of CpG)
- Friedrich’s ataxia —> GAA repeat in an intron (changes splicing)
∴ triplet repeats occur in either exon, UTR or intron

- Genetic markets facilitate linkage mapping
• e.g. Microsatellites & SNPs (2 alleles)

- Members of a pedigree who carry the illness will have inherited the mutation & the DNA surround it
• they are said to be Identical by descent (when 2 of more alleles travel together through the family)

- Independent Assortment and Linkage (read p.30)
• the closer the two loci are on chromosomes, the less recombination events occur (& vice versa)

- Chiasmata —> point at which paired chromosomes attach

- Pedigree analysis —> map the genome using Highly Polymorphic Micrkatellites (1 gene = 1 disease)
• Linkage —> the tendency for certain alleles of loci to be inherited together
• Genetic Linkage —> a phenotype is inherited with a specific locus
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(These are examples of Clinical heterogeneity)



- LOD Score —> gives an indication of how close the marker may be associated with the disease phenotype 
(the uncertainty)

- Haplotype (haplotype blocks) —> a series of alleles at linked loci along a single chromosome
- Recombination along chromosomes break up the chromosomes —> Haplotype blocks

• the unrelated population has a greater number of recombination events (∴ greater number of 
haplotypes, than a family pedigree

3 - Human Genetics: Genetic Variation in Health and Disease 

- Cystic Fibrosis has a higher lifetime risk compared to HD because the alleles are a bit more common
- Multiple Sclerosis mainly depends on birth place
- Alzheimer’s Disease generally occurs with higher age
- Asthma is affected genetically and by environment:

• family history
• early, acute inspiratory infections
• early contact with older children

- Mendelian inheritance is high penetrance, e.g. Cystic Fibrosis (1 gene = 1 disease)
• Mendelian linkage study: dominant, recessive, high penetrance

- identifies recombinants within families, which identifies haplotypes that carry a disease locus
∴ it’s a direct link between disease phenotype and genetic locus

- Polygenic diseases are low penetrance, e.g. Asthma

- Breast Cancer:
1. Sporadic —> occur randomly, without a history (more common, 90%, most cases of breast cancer)
2. Familial breast cancer —> has a much stronger pattern of familial inheritance

• BRCA1 & NRCA2 —> these carry mutations that predispose women to breast cancer
- BRCA1 is on chromosome 17 (linkage marker: D17S84) & involved in monitoring dsDNA breaks

• BRCA1-deficient cells are highly sensitive to ionising radiation (chromosome instability)
- RNA (∵ no introns) was taken from healthy AND breast cancer patients to find mutations only found in 

women with breast cancer
- Usually born with 1 mutation and they acquire 

more
- Environmental risks include:

• lifetime Oestrogen exposure
• alcohol intake
• overweight

- Loss of Heterozygosity (LOH):
• a person is born carrying 1x normal and 1x 

mutated copy —> ∴ heterozygote (DNA repairs 
normally)

• the normal copy is then inactivated by mutation (somatic mutation) —> ∴ LOH (↓ DNA repair ability)
- both mutations will inactivate the gene, even through they’re not homozygous for the same mutation
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- Heterozygosity for BRCA1 or BRCA2 may result in a low, but significant rate of instability through 

Haploinsufficiency (where only 1 functional copy of a gene is present) for functions in homologous 
recombination or meiosis

- Tumor suppressor genes —> protect our genome
- Oncogenes —> a gene which can turn itself into a tumor cell
- Metastasis —> development of a secondary malignant growth, distant from primary site of cancer
- Cancer in situ —> cancer that hasn’t spread to surround tissue/organs yet
- If cancer is inherited, the causative mutation would also be present in non-cancer cells
- Driver mutation —> a gene that’s significantly disrupted in cancer and causes a loss of control in cell 

division, or of other attributes of cancer
• common breast cancer driver mutations are part of a cell signalling pathway

- Passenger  mutation  —>  didn’t  cause  the  cancer,  but  instead  rose  at  some  point  during  the  cancer 
development and influence different aspects of cell behaviour (∴ contributes but doesn’t initiate)

- Additional genetic variants (SNPs) contribute to the risk of breast cancer in the presence AND absence of 
BRCA2
• so BRCA2 automatically gives a higher risk of getting breast cancer

- Odds Ratio (OR) —> association between exposure and outcome
• odds that the outcome will occur in the presence or absence of a particular exposure
• OR = 1 —> exposure doesn’t affects odds of outcome
• OR > 1 —> exposure associated wit higher odds of outcome
• OR < 1 —> exposure associated with lower odds of outcome

- Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) —> the least common allele of a SNP
- MHC cluster —> codes for proteins in the immune system
- Relative Risk (RR) —> a measure of the effect of an allele on the 

appearance of the disease
• BRCA1 gene shows a MAF of 0.006 (very rare) & a RR of up to 45 

(highly increases risk if you got it)
 

- Mendelian Transmission —> used to determine who contributed and who was affected and whether it was 
recessive/dominant in a pedigree

- Mendelian —> rare alleles, major effect

- Rare Alleles of Major Effect (RAME) —> large 
effect with variable penetrance, or only 1 could be 
affected

- Common Disease—Common Variant —> multiple 
SNPs that are common affect the regulation and 
function of many genes in subtle ways

- Infinitesimal —> hundreds/thousands of loci contribute to complex traits

- The longer the gene, the more likely to acquire a mutation
- Different  diseases  will  have different  mutational  target  sizes  and the  frequency and severity  of  these 

diseases will also be affected by the cellular and biochemical consequences of losing one or both copies of 
a gene
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